






Green Campus Policy



GREEN CAMPUS POLICY

Sengunthar Engineering College (Autonomous) should demonstrate higher sensitivity and
responsibility in implementing green concepts in the campus. The campus sustainability
initiatives are established with the aim of promoting green practices in and beyond the institution
and develop best practices strategies in environmental management. Although establishment
and maintenance of green campus is important, spreading awareness on the green practices
among students and educating stakeholders is our priority.

The policy starts with information and ends with a plan of action. In turn, SEC will fairly
manage water resources, waste management, conserve natural resources, and provide eco-
friendly and recommend minimal paper use. College will implement following practices towards
establishment and maintenance of green campus and adopt the awareness and green initiatives
beyond the campus too. This will result in a safe environment that is a better place to live, learn
and play.

Clean Air Initiatives

We encourage our students and staff to use public transportation.
The entry of automobiles inside the campus is restricted to discourage the use of private
vehicles.
Smoking Free Campus - the college prohibits smoking and the use of other tobacco
products.
Promoting the use of Bicycles and provision of Pedestrian Friendly pathways.
The college administration strictly bans the use of single use plastics in its premise to make
it a ‘Plastic Free Campus’.
Enhancement of green cover by landscaping with trees and plants.

Water Management
Always practice and implement rainwater recycling and harvest rain water to resolve and
manage water scarcity problems in future
Protect the environment towards climatic changes and conservation of sources for drinking
water.
Regularly inspect taps for draining and repair immediately to avoid loss of potable water.
Promote effective water management practices like sprinkling irrigation to garden and rain
water harvesting.

Waste Management

Spread the awareness amongst society about the waste management for ecosystem and
methods for its disposal.
Promoting 3R principle (reduce, reuse, recycle) among the students and staff for
minimizing waste generation.



Renewable Energy

Improve awareness about renewable energy.
Promote adaptation of solar power equipment/converters.
Adopt and promote power saving electrical equipment.
Beware of the role of scientific electrification and the use of bulbs and equipment in
saving power.

Paperless Office

Advocate the benefits of paperless work in reducing waste production and green practices.
Digital Library.

Save Energy TIPS:

1. Activate power management features on your computer and monitor so that it will go into a low
power “sleep” mode when you are not working on it.

2. Turn off your monitor when you leave your table.

3. Activate power management features on your laser printer.

4. Whenever possible, shut down rather than logging off.

5. Turn off unnecessary lights and use daylight instead.

6. Avoid the use of decorative lighting.

7. Use LED bulbs.

8. Keep lights off in conference rooms, classrooms, lecture halls when they are not in use.

9. Use the fans only when they are needed.

SEC has to work out the time bound strategies to implement green campus initiatives for healthy
ecosystems.
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